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Study Objective
To identify and describe past policy efforts (initiatives) to address
issues related to the coordination/navigability of the different
disability income support programs in Canada
Motivation
•

•
•
•

Lack of system coordination one of the themes identified in our centre funding
proposal to SSHRC
Concern about navigational challenges workers face, when disabled; timeliness of
supports; and workers falling through the cracks
Coordination issues have been broached by others in the past
Explore what was done– who was involved; how issue was framed; what was
recommended; what, if any, changes were made
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Patchwork of Canadian Work Disability Programs
1. Canada/Quebec
Pension Plan Disability
8. Other programs
(e.g., car insurance and
compensation for
victims of crime)

2. Employment
Insurance Sickness
Benefit
3. Provincial workers’
compensation
benefits

7. Veterans’ benefits
for disability
6. Disability Tax Credit,
Registered Disability
Savings Plan
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5. Employmentbased short- and
long-term disability
plans

4. Provincial social
assistance disability
benefits
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Two Recent Documents Describing the
Coordination/Navigability Issue

Stapleton J, Procyk S. 2010. A patchwork quilt: Income
security for Canadians with disabilities. IWH Issue Briefing
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OECD. 2010. Sickness, Disability and Work – Breaking the
Barriers – Canada: Opportunities for Collaboration, OECD
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Defining Coordination and Navigability
Defining coordination and navigability:
•
•

Coordination defined as the way different disability programs interact
Navigability defined as the ease with which clients can identify the program(s) most
suitable for them as well as move within and between programs when their
circumstances change

Different ways that coordination and navigability could be improved:
•
•
•
•
•

Common access point to help identify what program is the right one for a client
Coordination of application processing to reduce administrative load and waiting time
Common definition of work disability that minimizes need for multiple assessments
Coordination of services across programs to ensure clients get the supports needed
Assist clients who access two or more programs at the same time or sequentially
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Challenges and Opportunities
Some challenges include:
•
•
•
•

Programs have different histories, mandates and focus on different clients/needs
Programs are administered at different levels of government and by different ministries
Some programs are contributory and others not
Funding sources differ

Some opportunities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce waiting times and improve access to support
Greater assurance that clients access the most appropriate program
Improved employment, return to work, and stay at work outcomes
Increase equity for clients
Increase efficiency in administration
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Criteria for Initiatives in Scope for the Scan
Four key components:
•
•
•
•

A group of people working together on an endeavour with…
A mandated duration or outcome that is…
Considering improved coordination within Canada’s disability income system in its
Goals, recommendations or focus and has…
Expressed goal of influencing policy

NB: Academic research activities and ongoing policy think tanks that may possess some of
these qualities have not been included in favour of a focus on policy-driven initiatives
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Two Pronged Methodology
1. Grey Literature Review
•
•

Grey literature (reports/policy documents) identified with assistance from key
informants – individuals familiar with subject and history of involvement in system
Snowballing approach to gathering literature – documents referenced other relevant
materials which were then located and reviewed

2. Semi-structured Interviews
•
•

Sought out individuals involved in the initiative and/or with first-hand knowledge of it
Candidate interviewees identified through key informants and reports/policy
documents consulted for the study
o Interviews recorded, transcribed and analyzed using thematic content analysis
o If interviews were not recorded, detailed notes were taken during the interview
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Policy Initiatives Identified
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Mainstream ‘92 (1992-1993)
Federal Task Force on Disability Issues (1995-1998)
In Unison (1998-2000)
Round Table Project on Safe and Timely Return to Function and Return to Work (1998-2003)
Service Canada (2001-2005)
Newfoundland and Labrador Review of Social Assistance (2002)
Listening to Canadians (2002-2003)
Québec Poverty Reduction Strategy (2002-Present)
Newfoundland and Labrador Poverty Reduction Strategy (2006-2016)
Federal Poverty Reduction Plan (2005-Present)
Ontario Poverty Reduction Plan (2008-2013)
Navigating the Maze (2008)
Commission for the Review of Social Assistance in Ontario (2010-2012)
British Columbia Accessibility 2024 (2014-2024)
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Other Related Activities and Reports Identified
Policy think tanks and research Initiatives
1. Roeher Institute (1986-2005)
2. Caledon Institute (1992-Present)
3. Council of Canadians with Disabilities, Community-University Research Alliances (CURA)
Project (2008-2014)
4. A number of other relevant reports from various organizations identified

An Environmental Scan of Past Policy Initiatives
Archive of Documents
https://www.crwdp.ca/en/archive-documents
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Categories Considered in the Review of Each Initiative
1.
2.
3.
4.

Motivation
Objectives/Goals
Activities and Outcomes
Barriers and Facilitators
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1. Federal Task Force on Disability Issues (1995 – 1996)
Government of Canada

Motivation
•
•
•

Between 1981 and 1995, the federal government produced several reports outlining a
variety of visions and recommendations designed to benefit Canadians with disabilities
Frustration voiced by people with disabilities regarding inaction to the reports
Task Force was jointly commissioned by Minister of Human Resources Development
Canada, Minister of Finance, Minister of Justice and Minister of National Revenue

Objectives/Goals
•
•
•

To determine the federal government’s role in addressing disability issues
To identify a vision to promote inclusion of people with disabilities in Canadian society
To use this vision for making general recommendations with specific action plans for the
short, medium and long term
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1. Federal Task Force on Disability Issues (1995 – 1996)
Government of Canada
continued
Activities and Outcomes
•
•
•

•

People with disabilities included as full members of the task force
Conducted 15 consultations across Canada involving 2,000 participants with disabilities
Produced Equal Citizenship for Canadians with Disabilities report, outlined 52
recommendations, key ones :
o Moving toward a comprehensive disability insurance program covering all Canadians
o Giving programs better mechanisms to improve workforce participation
o Reconfiguring programs with consideration of tax system and cost of disability
Several legislative, policy and program changes enacted

Barriers and Facilitators
•
•
•
•

Time and timing — changes take time, and depend on governmental priorities of the day
Structure of government — system coordination requires coordinating different
departments at different levels of government
Financial constraints– focus of the day was on deficit cutting
Having a respected champion spearhead the initiative (Andy Scott)
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2. Service Canada (2001-2005)
Human Resources Development Canada

Motivation
•
•
•

Realization that service access was complexity from viewpoint of client and
administratively costly
‘Spider Diagram’ created by staff at HRSDC highlighted complexity of the disability
support system
Some political pressure for change

Objectives/Goals
•

Improve the coordination of federally-administered income supports (among other
programs) from both a service delivery perspective and a policy perspective
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2. Service Canada (2001-2005)
Human Resources Development Canada

continued

Activities and Outcomes
•
•

Four years of planning, researching international best practices, consolidating independent
call centres and office spaces and training staff
Brought several services for Canadians with disabilities together under one roof (Service
Canada) to improve access and delivery

Barriers and Facilitators
•

•
•

Convincing heads of federal government departments to embrace the removal of some of their

departmental responsibilities (turf and status issues)
“It takes a long time to convince bureaucracies that there are better ways of doing things
[because] they’re kind of purpose-built for each of their own silos …” (Flumian 2009)
Internet and technology coming on stream that facilitated the changes
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3. Listening to Canadians (2002 – 2003)
Government of Canada Subcommittee on the Status of Persons with Disabilities

Motivation
•
•

Many federal MPs were receiving visits and correspondence from their constituents
“regarding the operation of the CPP-D and its shortcomings” (Longfield & Bennett, 2003)
It had been years since a parliamentary committee had examined issues related to CPP-D

Objectives/Goals
•
•

Give the federal government a better understanding of how the rules and regulations
surrounding the CPP-D program impacted people ‘on the ground’
Consult people with disabilities and others in the filed to inform recommendations
pertaining to CPP-D and its interactions with other programs
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3. Listening to Canadians (2002 – 2003)
Government of Canada Subcommittee on the Status of Persons with Disabilities

continued

Activities and Outcomes
•
•
•
•

Held first online public consultation in Canada, attracting 1,500 responses to an issue poll,
135 stories of experiences, and 28 recommended solutions related to CPP-D benefit
Produced a report containing 53 recommendations — 6 pertained to coordination issues
between CPP-D and other disability income programs
Recommended standardizing definition of disability across all federal/provincial programs
Received official response from Government of Canada– commitment give to one
recommendation

Barriers and Facilitators
•
•

•

Accountability, priority-setting, and time management issues posed barriers
Earlier report noted disability issues span many governmental departments working in
isolation and each ministry is “ultimately unaccountable for their failure to coordinate
their activities to achieve cross-departmental outcomes” (Guarnieri & Bennett 1999)
Subcommittee dissolved when Liberal government fell in 2006
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4. Poverty Reduction Strategy (2006 – 2016)
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador

Motivation
•
•

Election promise to address poverty made by NL’s Progressive Conservative Party, just
before winning the 2003 provincial election (had highest poverty rate in country)
Poverty issues very apparent to new progressive conservative politicians during their
door-knocking campaigns

Objectives/Goals
•
•

Transform NL into the province with the lowest poverty rates in the country in 10 yrs
Five goals identified in strategy document, 2 which pertain to people with disabilities:
o Improve access to, and coordination of, services for people living on low income
o Create a stronger social safety net by, among other things, increasing disability
supports that will help people with disabilities participate more fully in their
communities
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4. Poverty Reduction Strategy (2006 – 2016)
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador

continued

Activities and Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

Interdepartmental committee struck to examine issues
Consultation process consisting of 22 workshops, 6 focus groups, phone & mail contacts
Produced Reduction Strategy document with 5 goals (Government of NL, 2006)
Developed the Newfoundland and Labrador Market Basket Measure (NLMBM), to help
analyze the combined impacts of poverty-reduction programs
In 2011, NL had 2nd lowest poverty rate in Canada

Barriers and Facilitators
•
•
•
•
•
•

Departmental prioritization can be a barrier — no one branch of government responsible
Poverty Strategy progress stalled during the government’s Core Mandate Review
Champions in government – Premier & Minister of Finance – facilitated making changes
Observing first hand the lived experiences of constituents
Connecting with community groups and stakeholders during review process
Small size of the province facilitated change process
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5. Navigating the Maze (2008)
The Canadian Working Group on HIV and Rehabilitation (CWGHR)

Motivation
•
•

Treatment for HIV/AIDS had become more effective and accessible, leaving people living
with HIV/AIDS with an episodic disability, not a terminal illness
Most public disability programs provide a low level of income, are uncoordinated, and have
measures to prevent the pursuit of paid work during periods of wellness

Objectives/Goals
•
•
•

“To promote opportunities for optimal labour force participation for people living with
HIV/AIDS through security and continuity of needed supports” (Stapleton & Tweedle, 2008)
Implicit goals – improving CPP-D interaction with other programs and earned income,
extending EI sickness, and changing definition of disability to person-centred approach
To bring issues affecting people with episodic disabilities to the Council of the Federation,
a group of Canada’s provincial and territorial Premiers that meets annually
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5. Navigating the Maze (2008)
The Canadian Working Group on HIV and Rehabilitation

continued

Activities
•

•

Identified 5 areas needing solutions – definition of disability, duration of disability,
adequacy of benefits, workplace concerns, communication of issues (Stapleton &
Tweddle, 2008)
“Helped people start to talk about the lack of coordination” and draw attention to the
way disability income supports affect people with episodic disabilities (Interview)

Barriers and Facilitators
•
•
•
•

Lack of long-term funding for initiative (received project funding from PHAC & others)
Complexity of episodic disability
Cost constraints – for expense of re-engineering programs
Absence of ‘Champion Premier’ to put episodic disability issues to Council of the
Federation agenda
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6. Commission for the Review of Social Assistance in Ontario (2010-2012)
Government of Ontario

Motivation
•
•

Review committed to in Ontario’s 2008 Poverty Reduction Strategy document
Possibly a political effort to appeal to left-wing Ontarians, after the Drummond Report
had been commissioned to reduce the provincial deficit (interview)

Objectives/Goals
•
•

“Develop specific recommendations and a concrete action plan for reforming the social
assistance system to improve client outcomes” (Lankin & Sheikh, 2012)
Give advice on how to:
o Establish an appropriate benefit structure
o Simplify the social assistance system
o Provide supports for labour market engagement
o Ensure system sustainability
o Identify Ontario’s role in providing income security relative to the role of the federal
and municipal governments
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6. Commission for the Review of Social Assistance in Ontario (2010-2012)
Government of Ontario

continued

Activities and Outcomes
•
•
•

Produced a report with 108 recommendations, 9 of which relate to improved
coordination and navigability within and across programs
Instrumental in raising rates for single individuals without disabilities receiving
Ontario Works support
Small steps taken to address dental, pharmaceutical & health benefits to low income

Barriers and Facilitators
•

Vested interests in the status quo
o recipients of social assistance concerned sweeping changes may affect eligibility or
level of support receive
o Politicians and policymakers reluctant to institute large-scale changes due to their
complexity and downside risk (i.e., negative perceptions in the public eye)
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Insights from Review of Grey Literature and Interviews
The Advocacy Coalition Framework
•
•

Examines how policy change happens in situations involving a multitude of actors with
conflicting goals and differing understandings of—or access to—technical information
Rooted in macro-, micro- and meso-level “foundation stones”:
Macro-Level:
Policy Subsystems

o

Arenas in which certain policy specialists are largely
responsible for decision-making, but can be influenced
by external political or societal changes

Meso Level:
Resources

o
o

Advocacy coalition formation
Use of resources

Micro-Level:
Beliefs

o
o
o

Normative core beliefs
Policy core beliefs
Secondary beliefs
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Insights from Review of Grey Literature and Interviews
continued
Macro-level: System coordination requires coordinating governments & ministries
•
•

biggest challenge is that disability issues are spread across governments and ministries
need some entity accountable for coordination since policy specialists will prioritize
issues for which they are directly accountable

Meso-level: Making policy change requires leverage resources and opportunities
•

champions, personal experience, timing, funding, technology, partnerships, and trust

Micro-level: Changing policy requires changing policymakers’ beliefs
•

personal experience and stakeholder engagement can be powerful resources for
changing beliefs
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Thank You
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